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Scale dependence in species turnover reflects variance
in species occupancy
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Abstract. Patterns of species turnover may reﬂect the processes driving community
dynamics across scales. While the majority of studies on species turnover have examined
pairwise comparison metrics (e.g., the average Jaccard dissimilarity), it has been proposed that
the species–area relationship (SAR) also offers insight into patterns of species turnover
because these two patterns may be analytically linked. However, these previous links only
apply in a special case where turnover is scale invariant, and we demonstrate across three
different plant communities that over 90% of the pairwise turnover values are larger than
expected based on scale-invariant predictions from the SAR. Furthermore, the degree of scale
dependence in turnover was negatively related to the degree of variance in the occupancy
frequency distribution (OFD). These ﬁndings suggest that species turnover diverges from scale
invariance, and as such pairwise turnover and the slope of the SAR are not redundant.
Furthermore, models developed to explain the OFD should be linked with those developed to
explain species turnover to achieve a more uniﬁed understanding of community structure.
Key words: distance decay; occupancy frequency distribution; scaling; spatial ecology; species–area
relationship; species turnover.

INTRODUCTION
A key problem in community ecology is to understand
species turnover or why species composition varies from
place to place. Ecological processes such as environmental ﬁltering, dispersal limitation, and competition, as
well as processes such as speciation and extinction, all
may leave their signature on patterns of species turnover
(Shmida and Wilson 1985, Rosenzweig 1995, Hubbell
2001). Early work focused on understanding how species
turnover is shaped by environmental gradients (Whittaker 1967, Peet and Loucks 1977). In a foundational
study, Whittaker (1960) suggested that a variety of
metrics, including the pairwise Jaccard index and the
regional-to-local richness ratio (c/ā), can be used to
quantify variation in species composition or betadiversity. Thus Whittaker (1960) appeared to embrace
a pluralistic approach to the study of species turnover
that included examinations of different facets of
variability in species composition; however, he did not
describe how such a joint consideration would be
undertaken in a rigorous way (Tuomisto 2010a).
Although more recent analyses of species turnover
often differ from the early work of gradient analysis by
not examining turnover along explicitly stated environmental gradients, the basic modes of analysis have not
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changed. Many studies have continued to focus on
understanding species turnover via pairwise metrics of
compositional similarity or dissimilarity (e.g., Jaccard
and Sørensen indices; Koleff et al. 2003, Jurasinski et al.
2009, Anderson et al. 2011). Tuomisto (2010a) pointed
out the Jaccard and Sørensen indices are derivatives of
the regional-to-local richness ratio (what she referred to
as 0bMt) when only two samples are considered.
Additionally, recent work has developed multisite
generalizations of the classic pairwise metrics of species
turnover that can be applied to any number of quadrats
simultaneously (Diserud and Ødegaard 2007). The
regional-to-local richness ratio can also be linked to
the study of the log–log species–area relationship (SAR;
Arita and Rodriguez 2002, Scheiner et al. 2011). The
slope of a spatially explicit SAR, commonly referred to
as the z value, is deﬁned as log2[c/ā]/2 for a system of
four quadrats and is typically interpreted as the relative
rate new species are added to the community as area is
increased (White 2004, but see Tuomisto 2010b for an
entropy-based interpretation of z). However, recent
work has also demonstrated that z is directly related to
mean relative species occupancy (Šizling and Storch
2004, Storch et al. 2007). The link between occupancy
and the SAR is important because it demonstrates that z
primarily reﬂects ecological and evolutionary drivers
that shape how broadly distributed species are rather
than how species covary spatially with one another, and
it provides the opportunity to test hypotheses about how
patterns of occupancy change as a function of scale
using SARs (McGeoch and Gaston 2002, Storch et al.
2003, Hurlbert and Jetz 2010). This work has set the
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stage for developing a more general linkage between
species occupancy and species turnover that also
includes pairwise turnover metrics.
Despite the mathematical connection between pairwise metrics of similarity and the slope of the SAR via
the regional-to-local richness ratio, these metrics are
typically not jointly considered (Tuomisto 2010b).
However, some researchers have suggested that they
capture similar information and that these two metrics
should be uniﬁed (Harte and Kinzig 1997, Morlon et al.
2008, Tjørve and Tjørve 2008). It should be intuitively
clear that if there is zero pairwise turnover between any
of the samples in a region then the slope SAR for that
region must be also be zero (i.e., no new species are
accumulated if species composition does not vary across
the samples). Similarly, if each pairwise comparison
yields complete turnover, then the slope of the SAR
must be maximized because every species encountered is
a new species. Therefore, pairwise metrics of turnover
and the rate of change in the SAR clearly overlap in the
information they convey. Several authors have demonstrated that it is possible to go beyond these simple
intuitive links between the SAR and turnover when
considering the special case of two samples. Speciﬁcally,
Tjørve and Tjørve (2008) demonstrated that the
proportion of species shared between two samples (g),
a pairwise metric of compositional similarity, may be
expressed as a function of the slope of the log–log SAR, z:
g ¼ 2  2z :

ð1Þ

Eq. 1 provides an exact transformation between the
slope of the SAR and a metric of compositional
variability between two samples (in this case, Sørensen’s
index). This ﬁnding implies that the wealth of empirical
information on SARs may be brought to bear on
questions concerning the nature of species turnover.
However, it has been less appreciated that unless species
accumulation follows the strict model of scale invariance
(i.e., a constant fraction of new species are gained
between two samples of equal area irrespective of spatial
scale), Eq. 1 cannot be extended from the two-sample
case to a collection of N samples. In other words, if more
than two samples are considered at a time, then for a
given z a range of pairwise turnover values are actually
possible (Fig. 1A). Given that almost all nested species–
area relationships are evaluated by aggregating four or
more quadrats at a ﬁne scale to some coarser scale and
the fact that strict scale invariance is rarely exhibited by
SARs (e.g., Palmer and White 1994, Plotkin et al. 2000),
Eq. 1 will rarely apply in its exact form.
The purpose of our study is to examine the scaling of
species turnover by relating a pairwise metric of species
turnover and the slope of the SAR when considering
more than two samples. Within this framework, the
assumption of scale invariance implied by Eq. 1 may be
treated simply as a special case in which pairwise
turnover and the slope of the SAR provide completely
redundant information. If the assumption of scale-
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invariant species turnover is invalid, then by considering
both pairwise turnover metrics and the SAR slope
together we may gain more information than considering either alone. We develop a more general understanding of the aspects of community structure and
distribution that contribute to this lack of redundancy
between pairwise turnover and the SAR using analytically derived formulas for a four-quadrat case and
simulations that generalize our primary results to an
arbitrary number of quadrats. Our work is relevant to
gridded species distribution data that are increasingly
common in macroecological investigations. In our
analytical treatment, we considered a four-quadrat case
because quadrats are typically aggregated in sets of four
(Hui 2009).
We ﬁnd that species turnover in three plant communities systematically deviates from Eq. 1, and that this
deviation depends on the degree of variance in the
species’ occupancy distribution. Thus, this study provides the ﬁrst formal linkages between the SAR,
turnover, and variance in occupancy. While we investigate this problem from the context of the Jaccard index
of turnover, and the slope of the nested log–log SAR,
our framework could be applied to any pairwise or
multisite index of turnover based on presence–absence
data (Tuomisto 2010b). The emphasis of this study is on
attempting to relate measurements of turnover at
different spatial grains (e.g., two vs. four units of area).
In this light, our study could be equally well be viewed as
an examination of how multisite metrics of turnover
(e.g., Diserud and Ødegaard 2007) change as a function
of the number of sites considered (Tuomisto 2010a, b).
ANALYTICAL LINKS BETWEEN SAR
AND PAIRWISE TURNOVER
Here we develop a mathematical framework that
deﬁnes the extreme values of average pairwise turnover,
as measured by the Jaccard turnover index (one minus
the Jaccard similarity index [Legendre and Legendre
1998:256]), given the slope of the log–log SAR, z, for a
set of four, equally spaced quadrats. In this sampling
context, a spatially explicit SAR (Type IIA or IIA) and
spatially implicit SAR (Type IIB or IIIB) are equivalent
(Scheiner et al. 2011). We chose to use the Jaccard
turnover index as the pairwise metric of turnover
because of it is popularity and simplicity; however, our
proofs and ﬁndings apply to all presence–absence
turnover metrics that may be expressed in terms of ā,
mean quadrat richness, and c, the total number of
unique species present over all quadrats (Jost 2006,
Tuomisto 2010a, b). Note that the terms ā and c are not
tied to an absolute spatial scale and simply refer to
richness at the grain and extent, respectively, of any
particular comparison. For our purposes, we will
reformulate Eq. 1 as derived by Tjørve and Tjørve
(2008) in terms of Jaccard’s index of turnover (Appendix
A):
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FIG. 1. (A) The species-by-site, presence–absence matrices and (B) accompanying histograms of the occupancy distribution for
three hypothetical communities in which mean quadrat richness (ā) ¼ 6, total richness across all quadrats (c) ¼ 12, and the slope of
the log–log species–area relationship (z) ¼ 0.5. Shaded cells represent species presences, and the white regions represent species
absences. The communities vary from one that minimizes turnover [average Jaccard turnover (T̄J ) ¼ 0.5] to one that maximizes
turnover [T̄J ¼ 0.8]. The three communities only differ in their occupancy distributions, which are simply the row sums of the
species-by-site matrices. Note that the community that minimizes turnover has the highest variance in occupancy and that the
opposite is true for the community that maximizes turnover. The expected T̄J based on Eq. 2 assuming scale invariance is 0.59.

TJ ¼ 2  21z :

ð2Þ

Now we will demonstrate that given ā and c, and
therefore the species–area slope, a range of average
pairwise turnover values are possible. This can be seen
clearly in three hypothetical communities displayed in
Fig. 1. In all three communities, ā ¼ 6 and c ¼ 12 and
therefore z ¼ 0.5; however, the average level of pairwise
turnover, as measured by Jaccard’s index of dissimilarity
(T̄J ), varied from 0.5 to 0.8. Each species-by-site matrix
contains 24 total species occurrences (i.e., 4ā); however,
the matrices differ in how these occurrences are
distributed across the c species.
The distribution of the total number of occurrences of
each species (i.e., the row sums of the species-by-site
matrix), is one simple spatially implicit expression of the
spatial distribution of the species (Fig. 1B). Because
species identities are not of interest in this framework,
we are only interested in the total number of species that

occurred in a given number of quadrats. This can be
expressed by the occupancy frequency distribution
(OFD), which we express as the vector x ¼ [x1, x2, x3,
x4] where xi is the number of species that occur in
exactly i quadrats (McGeoch and Gaston 2002, Hui and
McGeoch 2007b).
The values of x must meet the following set of
constraints to maintain ā and c. The ﬁrst constraint is
that the sum of the elements of x must equal the total
P
number of species in the assemblage: 4i¼1 xi ¼ c. The
second constraint is that the total number of occupied
cells in the species-by-site matrix must be equal to
P4
P4
i¼1 ixi ¼
i¼1 ai ¼ 4ā (i.e., row sums ¼ column sums)
that links the elements of x to ā. Last, it should be
obvious that c is constrained to a range of possible
values deﬁned by ā: when all species are shared across all
four quadrats (i.e., all species are x4 species), then c ¼ ā,
and when all species are only present in a single quadrat
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TABLE 1. Minimum and maximum possible values of pairwise
turnover (T̄J ) as a function of the slope of the species–area
relationship, z.
Parameter
Minimum T̄J
Maximum T̄J

Domain of z
[0, 1]
[0, log2(4/3)/2)
[log2(4/3)/2, 0.5)
[0.5, 1]

T̄J
(22z – 1)/22z–1 þ 1)
2 – 212z ,


2
2
22z1 þ
22z 
3
3
(22z–1 þ 1)/(22z–2 þ 2)

Note: These functions were derived using an assumption of
constant quadrat richness (Appendices B and C).

(x1 species), then c ¼ 4ā. Therefore we may state the
following inequality: ā  c  4ā. This set of constraints
allowed us to solve for the OFDs that maximize and
minimize pairwise turnover respectively (Appendix B).
These theorems indicate that OFDs with minimal
variance in occupancy have maximum species turnover
and similarly that maximum variance in occupancy
results in minimum species turnover.
Based on the theorems for the OFDs that maximized
and minimized pairwise turnover and with the additional constraint that quadrat richness is constant (i.e., ai ¼
ā), we were also able to derive analytical expressions of
average pairwise turnover using Jaccard’s index of
turnover (T̄J ). These theorems express T̄J as a function
of ā and c and separately as a function of z (Appendix
B). To facilitate the extension of our analytical
framework to other pairwise metrics of turnover for
presence–absence data, we also provided the resulting
matching/mismatching components (a ¼ number of
species shared and b ¼ c ¼ number of unique species)
for each pairwise comparison (Legendre and Legendre
1998:254). Table 1 displays the expressions that deﬁne
the constraint space between T̄J and z.
To examine if these analytical results generally hold
beyond a system of four quadrats (i.e., for an arbitrary
number of quadrats) we conducted a simple numerical
experiment. We were speciﬁcally interested in comparing
average pairwise turnover for two sets of n2 quadrats
that have similar levels of ā and c but differ strongly in
their variance in occupancy. While an analytical solution
to this general question may be possible, here we simply
provide the results of 500 runs of a simulation in which
we randomly placed 50 species on a 16 3 16 grid (n2 ¼
256).
Occupancy of the ith species, pi, in the ‘‘highvariance’’ community was generated from a lognormal
; LOGN(l ¼ 0, r2 ¼ 1).
(LOGN) distribution ( pLOGN
i
To ensure that these values ranged from 0 to 1 we
transformed the pi values by dividing them by the largest
value. Therefore the most common species
pLOGN
i
occupied every quadrat in the grid, while other species
had occupancy values as low as 1/256. Occupancy in the
‘‘no-variance’’ (or even) community was set at pEVEN ¼
P50 LOGN
/50 for all species. This was done to ensure
i¼1 pi
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P50 EVEN
P50 LOGN
that
¼
¼ E [a] where E [a]
i¼1 pi
i¼1 pi
represents the expected value of a.
Because we are only interested in calculating average
pairwise turnover at the grain of a single grid cell, the
spatial distribution of individuals was of no consequence; therefore, we randomly distributed presences
across the grid. For each run of our simulation we
calculated pairwise T̄J and the global z considering ā at
the scale of a single cell and c across all 256 grid cells.
It is possible in empirical data sets that variation in
quadrat richness (i.e., a violation of our only assumption) may result in T̄J values outside of the derived
constraint space. This problem may be compounded
when richness is low in which case small amounts of
variance in richness can have large impacts on turnover
estimates. Therefore, in this study we restrict the
application of our framework to spatial sample grains
in which average richness is at least 10. Additionally we
analyzed simulated data sets in which we allowed
richness to vary among quadrats (Appendix C).
EMPIRICAL DATA SETS
We used our analytical framework to examine the
relationship between the SAR and pairwise turnover in
three multi-scale plant community data sets. The plant
communities we examined differed greatly in their
constituent species, community spatial patterns, environmental heterogeneity, and sampling designs. For
each community, we identiﬁed sets of four quadrats of
equal area arranged such that each quadrat was an equal
distance from the spatial centroid of the set. For each
set, we calculated z based upon average quadrat richness
and total richness across the set, and we calculated T̄J
using the six unique pairwise comparisons between the
four quadrats.
The ﬁrst data set, forest data, was from a mixed
hardwood forest located on the Oosting Natural Area,
in the piedmont of central North Carolina, USA (data
and sampling design fully described in Palmer et al.
[2007]). This data set was a good candidate for
examining spatial turnover because it provides an
unprecedented range of spatial grains. For our purposes,
we examined 754 sets of four spatially contiguous
quadrats that were drawn from four spatial grains: 4,
16, 256, and 1024 m2.
The second data set, grassland data, was located on
the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve, in the Flint Hills of
northeastern Oklahoma, USA (data and sampling
design fully described in McGlinn et al. [2010]). The
grassland data was composed of 20 100-m2 quadrats
located semi-randomly on a 1-km grid. A nested series
of spatially non-contiguous subplots were sampled in
each of the corners of the quadrats. The quadrats were
annually resampled for 12 years. For our purposes, we
examined two spatial grains: 1 and 10 m2 at a temporal
grain of a single year for the entire 12-year period, which
resulted in 480 sets of four quadrats.
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FIG. 2. (A) The relationship between the slope of the species–area relationship and average pairwise turnover for the three
empirical data sets and (B) the difference in the empirical values from the model of scale-invariant turnover vs. variance in
occupancy. In panel A, the constraint envelope is deﬁned by the solid lines and the scale-invariant prediction is the dashed line. The
forest data represent the following spatially contiguous windows: 4–16, 16–64, 256–1024, and 1024–4096 m2. The grassland data
comprised scales of 1–4 and 10–40 m2 in non-contiguous spatial windows. The arid-land data were only from spatially noncontiguous windows ranging from 4 m2 to 16 m2 (the plot-to-web scale).

The last data set, arid-land data, is from the Sevilleta
LTER in central New Mexico, USA. These data were
collected from four different arid to semiarid habitats:
(1) Chihuahuan/plains grassland, (2) creosote scrubland,
(3) juniper–oak savannah, and (4) pinyon–juniper
woodland (Muldavin 2008, 2009). In contrast to the
forest and grassland data sets, the arid-land data set was
not designed explicitly for evaluating spatial scale;
however, it still has a natural hierarchical structure
(see Appendix D for diagrams of sampling design).
Within each of the four sites, data collection revolved
around ﬁve rodent-trapping webs arrayed roughly
linearly and with centers 260 to 460 m apart. A group
of four 1-m2 quadrats separated by approximately 1 m
and arrayed in a square (hereafter referred to as a plot)
were sampled 100 m in each cardinal direction from the
center of each web. Thus, within each site there are ﬁve
webs, 20 plots, and 80 quadrats. For our purposes, we
only examined the plot-to-web scale (4 to 16 m2).
For each data set, we calculated the residual deviance
from the expectation of scale invariance (Eq. 2). We
estimated the independent fractions of variance explained in the residuals by variance in occupancy and
the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) in species richness (ra/
la) using ordinary least squares multiple regression. We
were interested in the CV of richness because our
framework assumes that richness is constant and
therefore we wished to assess if violations of this
assumption contributed strongly to our observed results.
We used the CV of richness because the standard
deviation of richness is generally not independent of
average richness and interpretations across spatial scales
would thus be less straightforward.

RESULTS
The constraint envelope for the maximum and
minimum possible average pairwise turnover values
(T̄J ) as a function of the slope of the SAR (z) is
displayed in Fig. 2A. The maximum T̄J values (T̄Jmax)
displayed three distinct phases of increase that were
deﬁned by three nonlinear equations (Table 1). Each
change in phase occurs due to shifts in the OFD that are
necessary to maximize pairwise turnover. The ﬁrst phase
(z 2 [0, log2(4/3)/2)) is composed of only x4 and x3
species, the second phase (z 2 [log2(4/3)/2, 0.5)) is
composed of x3 and x2 species, the third phase (z 2 [0.5,
1]) has only x2 and x1 species (see Appendix B). The
minimum T̄J values (T̄Jmin) fell tightly along the 1:1 line
between T̄J and z (Fig. 2A), although this function is also
intrinsically nonlinear (Table 1). The constraint space
was widest (T̄Jmax  T̄Jmin ’ 0.3) for intermediate values
of z (i.e., 0.2 , z , 0.5). The results of the simulation
were in agreement with our analytical results (Fig. 3).
Speciﬁcally, the community in which there was no
variance in occupancy resulted in higher average
pairwise turnover values than the community in which
occupancy was variable (in this case right skewed).
The relationship between T̄J and z was similar across
the three empirical data sets (Fig. 2A). The majority of
the empirical values (90–97%), irrespective of ecosystem, lay above the expectation for scale-invariant species
turnover provided by Eq. 2. The multiple regressions
indicated that most of the variation in the deviance from
the expected values was negatively correlated with
variance in species’ occupancy values (partial R 2 ¼
0.25–0.76; Fig. 2B). In contrast, the CV of richness
explained a negligible amount of the deviance in
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FIG. 3. The results of the numerical experiment conducted on the 16 3 16 grid. In panels A and B, the lognormal [LOGN(0, 1)]
and the completely even [EVEN] occupancy frequency distributions are displayed for a single run of the simulation. Panels C and D
display box-and-whisker plots that visually summarize the distribution of the rate of species accumulation and average pairwise
turnover values, respectively. Plots show the minimum and maximum (bottom and top of box), interquartile range (whiskers), and
outliers (circles). We designed our simulations such that there would be little to no difference in z values, but we expected that the
community with lower variance in occupancy to result in higher values of T̄J, which is what we observed.

turnover values (partial R 2 ¼ 0.03–0.09). Simulations in
which we directly manipulated the CV of richness
indicated that increasing the CV of richness increased
the intercept but not the slope of the relationship
between deviance from scale invariance and variance in
occupancy (Appendix C). As in the example in Fig. 1,
the empirical assemblages in which variance in occupancy was low had pairwise turnover values much
higher than expected, while those with high variance in
occupancy were much closer to or even less than the
expected value.
DISCUSSION
Our analytical framework links average pairwise
turnover (T̄J ) and the slope of the SAR (z) by deﬁning
the mathematical constraints imposed by a ﬁxed value of
z on the occupancy frequency distribution (OFD) and
ultimately T̄J. Prior studies have established the expected
value of pairwise turnover due to scale-invariant
turnover, which suggests complete redundancy between
the species–area relationship (SAR) and pairwise turnover (Harte and Kinzig 1997, Harte et al. 1999, Tjørve
and Tjørve 2008), but data from three distinct plant
communities suggest that empirical observations often
deviate systematically from scale invariance. Furthermore, our framework and empirical results suggest that
deviations from scale invariance are strongly related to

the degree of variance in the OFD. The novel links we
have developed between turnover and the OFD should
result in stronger tests of ecological theory and more
uniﬁed understanding of biodiversity patterns.
The constraint space
The potential range of variation in T̄J varies with the
magnitude of z. The nature of this dependence reﬂects
the constraints placed on the OFD by a given rate of
species accumulation. To see this clearly consider that as
c approaches ā (i.e., z ! 0), both pairwise turnover and
the species accumulation rate must converge at 0 given
that the assemblage must be completely composed of x4
species. Similarly, as c approaches 4ā (i.e., z ! 1),
pairwise turnover and the species accumulation rate
must converge at 1 because the OFD must be
increasingly composed of only x1 species. Because of
the necessary convergence of z and T̄J, the greatest
possible range of pairwise turnover values occurred at
intermediate rates of species accumulation (i.e., z values
between 0.2 and 0.5).
Scale-dependence of species turnover
Developing links between the SAR and pairwise
turnover would be straightforward if ecological communities displayed scale-invariant patterns of turnover
(Tjørve and Tjørve 2008); however, as our study and
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many others have demonstrated, patterns of spatial
turnover do not strictly adhere to models of scale
invariance (Palmer and White 1994, Plotkin et al. 2000,
Crawley and Harral 2001, Fridley et al. 2005). Specifically, in our study we found that the empirical data
generally had a higher average level of pairwise turnover
than that predicted by scale invariance. This appeared to
be true across ecosystems and for different spatial
grains, and it suggests that OFDs in the empirical
communities were typically characterized by communities somewhere in between the hypothetical ‘‘scaleinvariant’’ and ‘‘maximizing turnover’’ communities in
Fig. 1.
The majority of studies addressing scale-invariant
patterns of turnover have examined the degree of
linearity in the log–log SAR. Therefore, it is useful to
note that our observation of systematically larger values
of average pairwise turnover than predicted under scale
invariance is consistent with a concave-down log–log
SAR (Plotkin et al. 2000, Crawley and Harral 2001,
McGlinn and Palmer 2009), with more positive deviations from expected reﬂecting a greater degree of
concavity. Although there is still a lively debate about
the functional form of the SAR (e.g., Tjørve 2009), our
framework suggests there are clear mathematical limits
on the degree of concavity and thus the range of possible
nested SAR shapes.
Interpreting the importance and potential drivers
of the occupancy distribution
A key ﬁnding of our work is that the shape of the
OFD inﬂuences the scale-dependence of pairwise turnover and thus the relationship between turnover and the
SAR. Speciﬁcally, both our analytical derivations and
empirical patterns suggest that there is a strong negative
relationship between variance in the OFD and average
pairwise turnover (Fig. 2B). This ﬁnding provides for the
possibility of linking hypotheses developed for patterns
of occupancy with patterns of turnover and vice versa.
To demonstrate this potential here we use our theoretical framework to show that the core-satellite model
(Hanski 1982), a process-based model designed initially
to explain occupancy patterns, makes predictions about
patterns of species turnover that generally do not agree
with our empirical ﬁndings. Additionally, we describe
how the scaling of environmental heterogeneity, which is
typically linked to patterns of turnover (Triantis et al.
2003, Lundholm 2009), is expected to inﬂuence patterns
of occupancy. Both of these extensions emphasize how
our framework has established a ﬁrm link between
patterns of occupancy and patterns of turnover, which
result in a more uniﬁed understanding of community
structure.
There are many studies outside the context of species
turnover that have explored the drivers of the OFD
(reviewed in McGeoch and Gaston 2002). For example,
the core-satellite hypothesis suggests that an assemblage
composed of core (x4 ) species and satellite (x1) species
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reﬂects the equilibrium outcome of interspeciﬁc variation in local colonization and extinction rates in the
absence of environmental heterogeneity (Hanski 1982).
Our framework demonstrates that a core-satellite
occupancy distribution is one end of the spectrum, and
that it should result in minimum levels of pairwise
species turnover at a given z value. However, our
empirical results suggested that the plant communities
we examined typically did not display bimodal, coresatellite OFDs and exhibited greater pairwise turnover
than predicted by that hypothesis. This ﬁnding may
indicate that the sites and spatial grains we examined are
not characterized by equilibrium patterns of colonization and extinction as envisioned by Hanski (1982), and
that other factors such as environmental heterogeneity
are inﬂuencing the OFD (e.g., Brown 1984).
Environmental heterogeneity is frequently invoked as
an explanation for the shape of the SAR. If species differ
in their environmental requirements, then the more
habitats or environments that are encountered the larger
the z value will be (Triantis et al. 2003, Hurlbert and Jetz
2010). This line of reasoning has also been successfully
applied to patterns of mean occupancy in which case we
expect that mean occupancy will decrease as the degree
of environmental heterogeneity increases because more
rare or satellite species are represented in the samples
(McGeoch and Gaston 2002, Storch et al. 2003). More
recently it has also been suggested that the spatial
geometry of environmental heterogeneity (e.g., the way
in which variance in the environment scales with area)
should be mirrored by the shape of the SAR (Palmer
2007, McGlinn and Palmer 2011). If environmental
heterogeneity scales in a concave-up pattern (i.e., new
habitats are encountered slowly as a function of area
because of strong local autocorrelation) then the OFD
will have high variance characteristic of a core-satellite
pattern. In contrast, if the environment scales in a
concave-down pattern (i.e., new habitats are encountered rapidly with an increase in area) then the OFD will
have low variance with all species occurring at a similar
level of occupancy. Thus our study provides a link
between the scaling of environmental heterogeneity and
the shape of the OFD. These expectations rest upon the
assumptions that heterogeneity in the relevant environmental variable(s) can be quantiﬁed and that species
respond to the environment at the spatial scale of the
sample.
McGeoch and Gaston (2002) suggested that there are
many potential mechanisms that may inﬂuence OFDs,
and that these explanations are strongly scale dependent. As such, they urged that assemblage wide patterns
of occupancy should be examined as a function of
spatial grain. Our framework provides one potential
way to accomplish this goal, as well as to understand
how these patterns of occupancy contribute to the
observed patterns of spatial species turnover.
Although our study represents a ﬁrst attempt to
explicitly examine the role of variance in occupancy in
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explaining patterns of species turnover, previous studies
have recognized that there is a direct link between mean
relative species occupancy ( p̄) and z:p̄ ¼ ā/c and
therefore in our scenario of four quadrats z ¼
log2( p̄)/2 (Šizling and Storch 2004, Storch et al.
2007). It is clear that the primary axis of variation in
pairwise turnover is due to a negative correlation with p̄
(i.e., the redundancy between the SAR and pairwise
turnover); however, the secondary axis of variation in
pairwise turnover (i.e., the novel information gained by
considering both the rate of species accumulation and
pairwise turnover simultaneously) reﬂects variance in
the OFD. Additionally, Hui and McGeoch (2008)
demonstrated that it is important to consider how
species’ occupancy changes with scale if we wish to link
individual species distributions with patterns of community structure.
Several studies that have examined the response of the
SAR to variance in the rank abundance distribution
(RAD) have found somewhat analogous results. Specifically, it has been shown that low variance in the RAD
(e.g., complete evenness) results in SARs with more
spatial turnover at intermediate scales than expected
under scale invariance (i.e., concave-down log–log
SARs; He and Legendre 2002, McGlinn and Palmer
2009). It seems reasonable to draw parallels between
these studies linking the RAD and the SAR with our
study because (1) our empirical results are in-line with a
concave-down log–log SAR, (2) the OFD should be
monotonically related to the RAD of a community
(Magurran 2007, Borregaard and Rahbek 2010), and (3)
a hypothetical limiting case exists in which the OFD is
equivalent to the RAD: when only a single individual
occupies each quadrat. Furthermore, there has been
some encouraging progress in predicting patterns of
abundance in species simply from knowledge of species
occupancy patterns (He and Gaston 2000, Hui and
McGeoch 2007a, Conlisk et al. 2009, Borregaard and
Rahbek 2010). However, the OFD and RAD are not
completely analogous to one another, and the links
between these two patterns deserve further analytical
and empirical development.
Conclusions
We have developed a framework for examining the
relationship between pairwise turnover and the slope of
the SAR. We have found that there is substantial
variability in the relationship between these two facets of
turnover, and that previous attempts to link them
assuming a simple model of scale-invariant species
turnover are inadequate. Pairwise turnover and the
SAR slope provide unique pieces of information about
species distribution and co-occurrence, and by considering both in conjunction we may be better able to
understand how these patterns are potentially shaped by
colonization–extinction dynamics and variation in the
environmental template.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Appendix A
Jaccard’s turnover index in terms of the slope of the species–area relationship (Ecological Archives E093-028-A1).
Appendix B
Derivation of the occupancy distributions, matching/mismatching components, and average Jaccard turnover index for
communities that minimize and maximize species turnover (Ecological Archives E093-028-A2).
Appendix C
The inﬂuence of variation in species richness on simulated turnover patterns (Ecological Archives E093-028-A3).
Appendix D
The Sevilleta sampling design (Ecological Archives E093-028-A4).

